2013 DEALL Undergraduate Research Forum
Thursday, April 4, 2013
Scott Lab 004
3:00-600 pm

3:00-3:10 Opening Remarks and Introduction of Judges
Prof. Kirk A. Denton, Undergraduate Studies Director

Presentations
3:10-3:35 Michael Luden
Translation Problems in Dialogue and Narration in Usagi Doroppu (Bunny Drop) (Prof. Naomi Fukumori)

3:40-4:05 Mack Lorden
Internet Chinese and a Sense of Identity (Prof. Xie Zhiguo)

4:10-4:35 Dana Buzzelli
Guarding Ancient Secrets: The Poetry of Lu Juan (Prof. Mark Bender)

4:40-5:05 Morgan Brenner
South Korean Humanitarian Aid to North Korea: A Means of Political Persuasion (Prof. Young-Bae Hwang)

5:10-5:35 Alina Koresch
Loss of Face: An Analysis of Social Face in Japanese (Prof. Mineharu Nakayama)

Closing
5:35-5:45 Break: Judges’ Conference

5:45 Announcement of the William Jefferson Tyler Memorial Prize
Prof. Mari Noda, Chair of DEALL

6:00 Chinese Food Party

2011 DEALL Undergraduate Forum Committee: Kirk A. Denton; Prof. Danielle Ooyoung Pyun; Prof. Naomi Fukumori; Prof. Wang Jianqi; Prof. Heather Inwood